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OD ABSTRACT

A 1-kW preprototype redox storage system has under-

gone characterisation tests and has been operated as

the storage device for a S-kW (peak) photovoltaic ar-
ray. The system is described and performance date are

presented. Loss mechanisms are discussed and simple

design changes leading to significant increases in ef-

ficiency are suggested. The effects on system perform-
ance of nonequilibrium between the predominant species

of complexed chromic ion in the negative electrode re-
actant oolution are indicated.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Lewis Research Center redox systems con-

cept embodies the use of the Fe' 2 /Fe *3 and Cr*2/Cr*3
redox couples, an anion-exchange membrane for reactant
separation, and carbon felt electrodes. The pacing

technologies for the development of the concept have
been in the areas of the membrane and the chromium
electrode. The membrane must have low resistivity yet
form a barrier that selectively excludes the reactant
cations. The chromium electrode must be catalytically
active to the reduction and oxidation of the chromium

ions but not to the chemical or electrochemical reduc-
tion of protons. During 1979 ane early 1980 signifi-
cant advances were made in both these critical areas.
It then became feasible to develop and place on test a
preprototype redox system of a size large enough to
give meaningful insights into the requirements for sub-
sequent designs. The preprototype system was designed

to provide storage for a 5-kW (peak) array of solar
photovoltaic cells at Lewis. This was deemed to be
t y pical of the stwnd -alone applications in which early
tedom storage systems would most likely find use.

This parer describes the 1-kW preprototype redox
storage system, its :ontroll, and its optional configu-

rntions with regard to connection to the photovoltaic
array. Performance data from several characterization

tests are presented. Then the types and magnitudes of
the various loss mechanisms associated with this parti-
cular s y stem are discussed, including methods and esti-
mates for the reduction of these losses in subsequent
s y stems. Finally the results of operation of the com-
plete, combined redox-photovoltaic system are presented
and discussed.

Design Parameters

The nominal design specifications for the 1-kW pre-

prototype redox system are presented in table 1. For a
more details,' discussion of system features and subsys-
tem ctm ponents, see reference 1. The 120-V do voltage

level was selected because of the large 1 2 R line
losses that would occur at lover voltages. The deci-
sion to separate the single cells into four stacks was
based partly on a consideration of shunt currant losses
(intrastack losses tend to increase with the squire of
the number of cells in a stack) and partly on the fact
that 39-cell stacks represent a reasonable step up from

the previous maximum number of cells in a stack, 14.
The system capacity of 10 kWh (700 liters of each reac-
tant) was an arbitrary choice based on convenience.

For tests run to date the volume of reactants used was
only about one-fourth of this design capacity. The
depth-of-discharge range and the nominal current den-

sity ware selected to avoid excessive pumping and cell
19 losses. The cell sire of 1/3 ft 2 active area was
picked because the necessary equipment and material

were already on hand.
The voltage level of 120 V do presented a system

design problem: Only 28-Y do pumps, controls, and in-

struments were readily available, and the lead times
necessary to acquire 120-V equipment were not accept-
able. It was therefore decided to use the 28-V equip-
ment and to hard wire the 28-V pumps across a 24-cell

section at the high-voltage end of the redox system
(fig. 1). Because of the variation of the voltage

across these cells as the state of charge of the system
changes, the pumpins rates will be greatest where low
flow rates are acceptable, and lowest when high rates

are needed. Either situation results in system ineffi-
ciencies. It was realised that the 28-V meter relays,

flowmeters, and ampere-hour integrators could not tol-
erate the voltage changes inherent in direct connection
to the redox stacks. It was therefore necessary to in-
stall a 120128 do-dc converter across the system 120-V

do bus. For the purpose of performing certain charac-
terization tests, the option is provided to use exter-
nal do power supplies for the pumps and instrument

controls. Obviously a system redesign would incorpor-
ate 120-V equipment and eliminate these costly and in-
efficient situations.

The redox system is designed so that, of the total
of 156 single cells, 60 are separated into 10 six-cell
trim packages. Through the use of meter relays, these

trim packages are sequentially switched into or out of

the load circuit to keep the bus voltage at 120 V dc.
The trim packages and other working calls share common

reactants at all times. Thus no part of the system is
at a different state of charge from any other.

The photovoltaic stray consists of twenty-two 120-V
strings of solar cells that are also switched in and
out to keep the array bus at 120 V dc, if possible,
under existing load and insolation conditions. Trim
cell switching is inhibited until all array string& are
active, thus avoiding interactions between the two sets

of controls. The array can be directly connected

across the first 96 cells of the redox system (configu-
ration 1) or directly across the system load in paral-
lel with the active redox cells (configuration 2), as
shown in figure lU.

Each of the four stacks in the system was checked
out individually. As expected, the hydrogen evolution

rates had become almost negligible. The average resis-
tance of stack cells was about 12 m Q, comparing well

with laboratory results. However, the shunt current

power losses, as indicated by the steady-state current
("taper current") attained while charging at a fixed
voltage, were about twice as large as calculated. Most

of this discrepancy subsequently has been shown to re-



Ault from shunt paths unaccounted for in the mathemati-
cal model. These paths are effectively eliminated by
using a plastic film to prevent the flowing fluids in
the exit and inlet ports (fig. 2) from contacting the
membranes. Table 11 shows, for five-tell stacks. 04
history of shunt current loss reduction as tells have
b.'en made to conform more closely to the model.

CNAUCTS1112,ATION 2t315

The 1-juj preprototype system is shown in figure 3.
The initial work, whose focus was to characterise the
performance of the radon system, consisted of polarits-
tion tests, charge-discharge cycles. and performance-
versus-flow-rata measurements (flow mapping). In these
evaluations all 156 cells were active and system charg-
ing was done with a do power supply. Also. for the
reasons mentioned earlier, independent power supplies
were used to power the pumps. the instruments. and the
controls.

Figure 4 presents the polarization curves for the
156-cell redox system, taken at three different states
of charge (SOO and presented in terms of average cell
voltage as a function of current density. The dip in
the discharge curve for the lowest SOC occurred when
the performance of the system's weaker calls (i.e.,
those cells receiving less than adequate flow) de-
clined. The voltage of such cells tends to drop to
near zero and than stabilize. The rise in the charging
curve for the highest SOC was accompanied by the onset
of an increased hydrogen evolution rate, which is typi-
cal for highar charging voltages. The linear segments
of the discharge curves have a slope equivalent to
15 mlZlceil, about 25 percent greater then measured
when the stacks were tested individually. It was de-
termined that this rise in cell resistance resulted
from the inability of the test facility heating system
to keep the reactant temperatures above loo C in mid-
winter. The previous tests had been performed at a
controlled 2210 C. This temperature-induced increase
of cell resistance results in a decrease in system
energy efficiency. For actual storage applications the
redox system would have to be protected from overcool-
ing by burying or insulating it.

Charge-discharge cycles were performed at nominal
current densities of 30, 38, and 45 mAlcm 2 . The sys-
tem, initially fully discharged, was charged at the
desired rate until the charging voltage reached 187 V
il.20 V(eeli), after which the current was allowed to
taper off until a quasi-steady state of charge was at-
tained. Discharge followed immediately and continued
until complete discharge was attained. Typical data
are shown in figure 5, in which the SOC. as indicated
by the voltage of the open-circuit cell, is plotted
against watt-hours of capacity, for both charge and
discharge. For a cycle between the open-circuit volt-
age limits of 0.94 and 1.15 V, the energy efficiency
was 56.7 percent. Similar data for ampere-hotirs of
capacity show a coulombic efficiency of 83.9 percent.
The contributors to these relatively low efficiencies
were the greater-than-txpected average cell resistance
and the higher-than-calculated shunt current losses.
As suggested in the preceding discussion, both of these
loss mechanisms can be easily and significantly reduced

Flow mapping tests were also performed. in these
tests the reactant flow rates were varied during a
charge-discharge cycle to determine what flows were
necessary to sustain system performance at various
states of charge. It was found that a flow rate three
times greater than the stoichiometric requirement
(i.e., the ideal minimum flow for a given current and
SOC) is adequate to prevent any cells from falling to
zero voltage during discharge or rising unacceptably
during charge. Tests on single cells have shown that

1.5 time the stoichiometric flow rate is sufficient
for good performance, so the fact that the 156-call
system requires twice this rate indicates that sous
calla are getting only about one-half their share of
the total flow. This problem relates to the difficulty
in maintaining assembly tolereacea when producing many
tells by hand.

Several additional characterisation tests were per-
formed but with the trim call controllers operation4l.
The first was a combined operation of the redox-photo-
voltaic system. Data from a typical run are presented
in table 111. The two systems were operated is configu-
ration 1. in which the photovoltaic array fe.eonnected
directly across the first 96 calls of the redox sys-
tem. For the existing test conditions of load. redox
state of charge, and solar isolation, the array was
fully activated (all 22 solar cell strings functioning)
but was unable to reach the 120-V do operating level.
Therefore two trim cell packages (12 cells) were auto-
matically brought into the circuit to boost the array

output voltage from 111.5 to 120.5 V for the load bus.
Because of the relatively low redox system state of
charge of 33 percent. the array was capable, even at
its 111.5-V output voltage, of providing charge to the
redox system through the 96-call main stack. Thus the
redox system was expending 167 W through its trim cells
to boost the array ,power to the load by 9 V and was at
the same time accepting 1170 W of charge. During these
tests the pumps, instruments, and controls were still
being powered by separate power supplies. All controls
and switching devices operated normally.

Mother set of characterisation teats was fade to
determine the system response to transient loads such
as the current surges required for motor starting. For
the first of these tests the radon system and the pho-
tovoltaic array were both operational. Figure 6 shows
the time variation of the load current and the shoring
of that current by the array and the redox system when
the starting of a 250-W, 120-V do motor was superim-
posed upon a steady-state resistive lad of 1 W. The
magnitude of the load current spike was 20 A. The re-
dox system absorbed 95 percent of this surge, going
from a steady-state charge acceptance of 16.5 A to a
peak discharge rate of 2.5 A.

The final transient test was performed with a I-kW.
12D-V do vacuum pump motor equipped with a starting
resistor. The array was not in operation, and the re-
dox system was at 55 percent state of charge. The data
recorder traces for the load current and the terminal
voltage are shown in figure 7. The shape and ripples
of the traces are related to the action of the resis-
tive starter and to the pump starting characteristics.
During the first 100 as of the transient, six trim cell
packages (36 cells) were activated. Although the peak
load was greater than 2100 W, there was no tendency
toward stalling of the motor, and the redox system re-
turned to its nominal operating voltage in 500 ms.

Finally the redox system was charged to approxi-
mately 80 percent SOC and then allowed to discharge at
a 10-A rate (pump and controls externally powered).
The system voltagt and the open-circuit cell voltage
are plotted together in figure 8, which show$ the ac-
tion of the trim cells maintaining system voltage as
the state of charge decreases. Not until all calls are
active does system output start to decay.

EFFICIENCY LASS HLCHANISHS

Inefficiencies associated with the preprototype,
1-kW system can be significantly reduced. Table IV
Presents the measured nominal losses for the 1-kW sys-
tem. The pumping loss relates to the maximum design
requirement for three time the stoichiometric flow
rate based on the design gross current density and the



maximum design depth of discharge (60 percent). Setter
control over cell assembly tolerances would assure that
all cells receive their proportionate share of the
total flow and would thus permit operation Closer to
the 1.1 stoichiometric flow multiple shown to be suffi-
cient for single cells. Since pump power varies
directly with nearly the swM of the flow rate, this
flow rate reduction would haw a significant effect.
Pumps having an electric-to-hydraulic efficiency great-
et than the present 15 percent also would greatly re-
duce pumping losses. However, for very smell systems
such as this, low pump efficiency is a fact of life
unless the pumps are designed for the specific applica-
tion. Finally-use of an efficient pump speed control
and solid-state JogiC devices would permit varying the
pump speed as a function of the system state of charge
instead of operatins at the fixed high speed required
for the worst-case situation. Over a complete Cycle
this capability would reduce the total energy required
for pumping by an estimated SO percent.

As mentioned earlier a simple cell design change
already implemented and proven in laboratory stacks can
be expected to reduce the intrastack shunt losses by
about 50 percent. In addition, operation at lower flow
rates will permit the narrowing of the flow port slots
in each cell at the expense of only molest pumping
losses. Within certain limits the intrastack shunt
losses are directly proportional to these flow port
widths (resistances). In like manner. interstack loss-
es can be reduced by lengthening the piping between
stacks or reducing the piping diameter. finally a com-
putational process can be used to determine the number
of stacks, the number of cells per stack, and the size
of the piping connecting stacks to minimize the sum of
intra- and interstack shunt losses and pumping power.

The power requirement indicated in table IV for
instrumentation and controls is specifically for the
meter relays and associated contactors for the trim
cell control and for several integrating ampere-hour
meters. The latter, being research devices. should not
have their energy needs charged to the system. The
former can be replaced by solid-state switching devi-
ces, and this will considerably reduce their power de-
mands. Finally, although not tabulated in table IV,
the 1 = R losses could be reduced 20 percent merely by
raising the system temperature loo C. as discussed
earlier.

It should be noted that the pump and shunt losses
presented in table IV are maximum values. if the pump
speeds were varied continuously in order to keep the
flow rates at a constant multiple of the instantaneous
stoichiometric flow rates as the system SOC changed,
the average pump power during a complete cycle would be
much less than the indicated value. Similarly the
listed shunt loss rate is for charging at the maximum
rate (i.e., when the system voltage is at its high-
est). Since the shunt losses tend to vary directly
with the second to third power of the system voltage,
the integrated average shunt loss during a cycle would
be considerably reduced.

OPERATION OF COMBINED REDOX-PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM

Upon completion of the characterization tests dis-
cussed in a preceding section, the intent was to couple
the redox storage system and the photovoltaic array; to
power the system pumps, controls, and instrumentation
internally; and to begin operation in a mode that would
typify a stano-alone application. The purpose of such
operation was to determine storage system efficiency
and capacity retention in this application. However,
neither of these characteristics can be simply evalua-
ted if the chromic ion species are not in equilibrium.

It has been determined that the chromic ion exists

in two complexes forms, the pants aqua chloro ("pants")
and the box& aqua ("hex&"). 1M pent& accepts a charge
readil'yl the boas, with difficulty. for a given state
of charge, the greater the bus content of the chromium
solution, the greater is the open-circuit voltage of s
radon cell. This causes the hysteresis in the open-
cireuit-voltage-versus-W curves of figure 9. At
equilibrium in the discharged (chromic) state the pants
and hens concentrations are about equal, but *quiiib-
rive is reached very slowly. At equilibrium in the
charged (chressus) state the pants form predominates,
and equilibrium between the two species occurs rapidly.

In principle the measurement of system efficiency
is quite straightforward. In order to determine eyotam
efficiency over some period of time, it is necessary to
know act only the energy from the array and the energy
to the load, but also the amount of energy stored.
With the chromic ion species in equilibrium there
exists a monotonic relationship between open-circuit
voltage and system state of charge, and the Change in
energy stored can be easily calculated from the mes-
sured open-circuit voltages at the beginning and and of
the subject time period. However. since the open-
circuit voltage at any given SOC is a function of the
chromium solution composition, the magnitudes of
changes in the SOC are not wail defined when the chro-
mic species are not in equilibrium. and the efficiency
is then difficult to determine.

The same situation affects the measurement of the
change in system capacity with time. Capacity reten-
tion can be determined by charging from one specified
veto* of open-circuit voltage to another and measuring
the amount of charge required. However, the initial
composition of the chromium solution depends on the
recent operating history of the system, and this ini-
tial composition determines the count of charge needed
to reach the target open-circuit voltage. The effects
of imbalance of the chromic ion species on system oper-
ating characteristics are very application dependent.
They are affected by such factors as the ratio of total
cell area to reactant volume, charge-discharge rates,
and the shape of the duty cycle. Operationally some of
the ramifications of this system characteristic are
(l) that extended periods in the discharged state
should be avoided and (2) that the charge rate should
be low enough relative to the theoretical capacity to
permit hexa-penta equilibruim to be maintained. Re-
search is now under way to quantify this further and to
uncover materials that will catalyze either the panta-
hexa equilibrium reaction or the direct reduction of
the haze species.

The last test performed to date was a brief com-
parison of the two optional connections of the array to
the r*dox system. As shown in figure 10, in configura-
tion 1 the array is hard wired across a 96-cell group
of redox cells, in configuration 2 it is directly con-
nected to the load. in table V the comparison of con-
figurations is made at two indicated states c{ charge.
It can be seen that the charging power from the array
is greater when it is allowed to work into a lower
voltage (i.e., configuration 1) so that it operates
closer to its peak power point. Therefore for an ap-
plication in which the mein purpose of the array is to
charge the redox system for later use, perhaps at
night. configuration 1 would be the choice. On the
other hand, if the load and array are operational at
the same time. configuration 2 would minimize the
6mmount of load energy that had to go through the less
efficient electrochemical charge-discharge sequence.
Thus the choice will depend on the application and be
decided by economics.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Significant progress ties been mode over the lost

3 years in advancing the redo* tscbtwlogy. lancorp*ra-
ting the most recent developments in membrane and el0c-

trode technology into a complete, fully iatagrated

stores* system and evaluating the system under realis-
tic conditions be" added greatly to the credibility of

the rodent storage system concept. Impatience gained

from operation of the 1-1010 pr*ptototype system is also

of value in directing the continuing development effort.

The I-kW radon preprototype system, although *peto-

tional for only a short time, boa already provided much
valuobi* information. Control concepts have boon shove

to be valid and trouble free. Some insight has been

gained into interactions at the mutual interfac*s of

the redo;; system, the photovoltaic .tray, the load. sal

the control devices. Quantitative m siaur*meats of loss

mechanisms have given direction for stack and system

design changes to minimise those 106909. Operating

characteristics of the system, especially insofar as

they relate to the equilibria of species in the chrom-
ium solution. have been partially quantified. The re-

sponse of the system to transient loads has been sea

-sur*d, and some of the criteria for the choice of sys-

tem configuration have been developed.

Significant improvements in system efficiency can

be achieved witbout any technological breakthrengbA. A
system larger thee the I-idi preprotetype would pet sit

larger, more effici*at pumps to be used. Varying pop
ape" to maintain a coestast awlcipl* of the stoiebio-
metric flow requirement would further reduce pumping
moray by as web as 50 percent. For larger tells

shunt losses would became a smaller fraction of eyatem
power. A recent verified improvement in call design

would make significant furtbar roductiems in shunt
lassos. The fact that membrane rosista e* rises with
decreasing temperature would require passive thermal
management in the design of a larger system. This
would reduce the 1 211 losses observed during operation
of the 1-kW preprototyps system.

Additional efficiency improvements will occur as
the state of technology advances: Impacted reductions

in membrane resistivity will lower still further the
system 129 losses. Improving the kinetics of rosc-
tion aadlor equilibration for the various species of
complaxed chromic ion will also enhance system per-

formance.
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TABLE 1. - REDOX SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS

Gross power. W .	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1260

Nominal net power, W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 1000

Voltage, V do	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120_52

Number of stacks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 4

Number of cells per stack.	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

Number of trim packages (6 cells each) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 10

Depth-of-discharge range, percent. . . . . . . . . . .• 80-20
Reactant volume (each). liters (U.S. gallons). . . . . . . . . . . . 700 (186)

Reactant energy density (end of life). Wh/liter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.5

Coll active area, em 2 . . .	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 320

Nominal current density, mA/cm 2. . . . . . . . . .30

Keactants.	 the /liter• ►eC13, 20 MCI
1N/liter CrC12, 2N NCI

Reactant flow rates per call (nominal), c8 3/min . . . . . . . . . . . 100-ISO

Parasitic losses, W:

Pumps (15 percent pump efficiency) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120

Shunt power. .	 . . . . 120

Number of rebalance cells. 	 .	 5

Number of charge-indicator calls	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 . l

TABLE 11. - REDUCTION OF SHUNT CURRENT LOSS

(TAPER CURRENT) BY CELL DESIGN CHANGES

(Jive-cell stacks, 1.20 V /cell.)

Configuration

'

Taper current.

M

Original 2000

Bipolar plate manifold holes insulated from fluids 140

Membrane manifold holes insulated from fluids 24
Membranes insulated from fluids in exit and inlet port 12

Mathematical model 7

'	 4
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CONFIGURATION 1

INSOLATK)N, MWICM2 M2
TRIM CELLS ACTIVE 120
ARRAY VOLTAGE, VOLTS 111.5
ARRAY CURRENT, AMPS 29.1
LOAD VOLTAGE, VOLTS 120L S
LOAD CURRENT, AMPS 15,6
MAIN STACK VOLTAGE, VOLTS 111.5
MAIN STACK CURRENT, AMPS " 5ICHARGEI
TRIM CELL VOLTAGE, VOLTS 0
TRIM CELL CURRENT, AMPS Id. 61DISCHARGEI
DISCHARGE POWER I INIM CELLSI. WATTS 167.0
ARRAY POWER, WATTS M 0
LOAD POWER, WATTS 2241
CHARGE POWER, WATTS 1111

TABU 1V. - TASULATIOM OF' PARASITiC LOSSES FOR THE

PRIPROTOTYPI 1-kW UWX STORAU SYSTEM

Measured Design estimate

Loss. M

Pump$ 120 (max.) 120

Shunt currents 230 (max.) 120
Inszrumente and control• t00 ---

TABLE V. - EFFECT OF SYSTEM CONFIGURATION ON CHARGING RATE

Configuration 1 Configuration 2

State of charge, percent

35 44 35 44

Number of trim Cella active 12 12 t2 12
Array voltage. V 110.0 1t3.S 121.5 125.4
Charging current. A 6.6 7.37 5.6 6.39
Charging power. Y 126 836 680 601

5
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Fiqure 3. - The 1-kilowatt Drenrototvne redox storage system.
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Figure I. - Starting transients. voltage and
current. for 1 M. 120 VDC pump motor.
Redox system at 55% state-d-charge.
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